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I like this software more than the other rpg makers, however i wish it had more possibilites and less limitations, but it's great
anyway and I use it all the time!. Dawn of Discovery Gold (The original including the Venice add-on) is the American version
of Anno 1440 AD Gold Edition which was released in Europe. The game is identical and I could find no changes apart from the
game title.

Graphics are well implemented and fully customizable to suit player's hardware and operating system environments. Sound is
atmospheric, NPC's are well vocalized and have convincing characterization, music is of good ambience and is non-intrusive.

There are four difficulty settings and the game supports both single player and multi-player. There are a number of campaign
missions with pre-defined victory conditions, and a sandbox mode for infinite play.

Starting conditions may vary significantly depending on difficullty settings and gameplay mode.

Essentially the player is tasked with exploring islands, establishing a colony, expanding the settlement and ensuring that
resources are acquired to meet the needs and demands of the colony.

The player can place fishing huts, lumber yards, mines, quarries and a variety of farms and manufacturing plants to generate
resources. Various facilities such as places of worship, fire departments and taverns will increase the safety and status of the
colony. As the game progresses additional storage and manufacturing and mining facilities become available.

The player can adjust tax rates and either approve or deny colonists access to building materials.

There are NPC's (Non-Player Characters) that will offer quests from time to time, these will usually be either fetch and deliver,
find and deliver (Zoom in on the town and find a person or persons), explore an island, escort a ship, or sink a ship. These
missions usually have a time limit and need to be completed before the time expires.

The islands are of two main types (Northern\/Occidental or Southern\/Orient). The resources that can be cultivated will differ
depending on the type.

Players can trade to purchase goods, or opt to produce and sell goods. Trade routes can be automated or the player can manually
operate a trading vessel. Trading can be set at each player harbour.

Players may during mid to late game decide to acquire additional expansion potential by evicting one or more competitors by
force and taking over their islands.

Pirates will occassionaly be either a help or a hinderance depending on difficulty settings and diplomatic status.

Dawn of Discovery has a lot of depth and is a great time-waster. The game has a sense of progression and accomplishment and
will unlock features and rewards.

Dawn of Discovery is a highly addictive and fun to play game that comes highly recommended.

9 \/ 10. Despite all the issues this game suffers from It isn't really that bad. I see far too many people complaining that using an
Xbox controller has a terrible preset and I have to agree. It's downright awful! But with some tweaking you can easily get it to
where It should be. But that's part of the problem I suppose- These days people cannot be bothered to do that.

What the game really lack is phasing. Simple as that. Even the cutscenes are somewhat slow and confusing! (Though most
people should get the idea quickly enough.)

At the very start of the game you get the feeling your going backwards in time due to the races being so utterly slow but the
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more you progress the faster it goes. Not to mention the usage of powerups. Even so it will never be as fast as one expects but be
thankful for it as the later tracks may prove somewhat difficult.

Although the Storyline is extremely short and some obvious issues with the game I'd still recommend it. Though not at full price
but around $3.. i love it!, really relaxing game, easy quest line and a good time passer, also really addictive.. A quick and
charming little puzzle game. It shouldn't take a huge amount of time to beat, depending on how good you are at puzzles. The
game doesn't have a lot of replay value, but it's a great experience while it lasts. The music is nice, the story is the sort of
mysterious, semi-metaphorical indie fair you see sometimes, but done well, and keeps you intrigued enough as you progress.
The art and gameplay is where this game shines, the puzzles are fun, and are always adding some fresh new quirk or mechanic
for you to figure out. The art is cute and captures a very fantastic, whimsical little world of its own.

It's not too easy, puzzle-wise. Some levels had me stuck for a little while. The last level in particular required me to open paint
and reverse engineer the puzzle. But nothing here is going to take you hours and hours to beat so long as you stick with it and
experiment.

Well worth it as a purchase!. This is a VR must-have.. A nice new surpise to the gaming market. Some independent software
makers created a very nice science fiction tank combat and football (soccer) style combination in a game. The game runs
smooth and has some nice combat on a Tron style gaming grids (read maps).
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Such a cute game. Poor Poland always gets the boot, but I would not expect anything different XD. Think To Die
Think To Die
Think To Die
Think To Die
Think To Die
DIE
Think To Die
Think To Die
Think To Die
Think To Die
Put a Bullet in head Good idea :}
Think To Die
Think To Die
Think To Die
Jump on a Water :} with 1000Ft :}
LELELEL
Love this game.. Dark God strikes again. This DLC is close to being an entirely new game and is well worth the money. New
classes, new land mass, new story, etc. You would be a fool not to buy this.. TL:DR: So far so good.

So, I've done a couple playthroughs and really enjoyed the feel of the game. It makes you think a bit, which is fun. The
gameplay itself is simple to get a hang of, though a bit clunky at times. I've encountered a few bugs so far, but nothing
gamebreaking ( To be expected in Early Access games.) If you like a more "casual" strategy game this might be up your alley, it
plays similar to "Phantom Doctrine" but more "Big picture" with no "XCOM combat" if that makes sense.

I'm looking forward to see how it shapes up down the road a bit!. Easy going platform game with super chilled tunes in the
background!. great game but not full version still in 2019 XD. It's a Smash TV thingy, but with space humor. There's items and
bosses and other fun stuff. I gotta play more of it.
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